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If nature can't deliver...

With Serono's help you can

As many as 1 in 6 couples need help in having that much longed for child. As time passes, the chances of pregnancy diminish causing stress and further pressure on the relationship.

Today, the products of Serono research offer nature a helping hand. With your involvement and early appropriate treatment, many previously infertile couples can now be successfully treated.

Serono Products are:
- Metrodin (Urofolitrophin Injection)
- Pergonal (Menotrophin Injection B.P.)
- Profasi (Human Chorionic Gonadotrophin Injection B.P.)
- Serophene (Clomiphene Tablets B.P.)

For further details please contact:
Serono Laboratories (U.K.) Ltd.,
2 Tewin Court, Welwyn Garden City, Herts AL7 1AU. Tel: (0707) 331972
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a practical approach
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AN INVALUABLE GUIDE TO ALL ASPECTS OF HYBRIDISATION

Hybridisation techniques have established themselves as invaluable in recombinant DNA technology - genetic engineering - and throughout molecular biology. Nucleic acid hybridisation is unique as a source for the techniques' major applications at both the theoretical and practical levels. It encompasses the theory behind experiments, their rationale and design, and the detailed protocols for researchers and clinicians to identify and analyse specific sequences.

The usefulness of Nucleic acid hybridisation is enhanced by appendices containing essential data on restriction enzymes, nucleic acid size markers, sources of equipment and chemicals and a computer program for the analysis of hybridisation data.
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The Kryo 10 from Planer is probably the most advanced programmable freezer in the world.

Microprocessor controlled, Kryo 10 incorporates a top loading chamber, side access panels, integral recorder and has exceptionally wide operating ranges allowing for very fast or slow uniform freezing.

Typical applications include
* Human embryo (I.V.F.)
* Bone marrow for transplantation
* Tissue culture cells
* Platelets as a bank for transfusion into patients
* Spermazoa for animal husbandry
* Embryos for maintenance of genetically pure stock
* Food cultures
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Use the Wallace Embryo Replacement Catheter
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